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Request for a copy of your 'Policy' or specific 'Guidance Notes' held in relation to guest 
access for Microsoft 365 Teams  
 
Unfortunately, we are unable to provide you with a copy of a ' M365 Teams Guest Access 
Policy' or a 'Guidance Note' the information requested because it is not held by the 
Council.  We do not hold a policy or guidance note as such.  
 
I can provide the following statement on our intranet relating to Teams. The parts relating to 
guest users is in bold.  
 
Roles and responsibilities 
 
Members’ responsibilities 
 
We’ve rolled out Microsoft Teams much earlier than planned.  This is to help reduce the 
impact of Coronavirus on Council services by giving you another tool that’s better to use 
when a lot of people are working from home. However, by rolling it out quickly, it’s not been 
possible to meet our information governance requirements in the way we originally planned. 
This means you need to make sure that your use of Teams complies with Council policy and 
the law. To help you do this please do the following: 

• go through the Information Governance module on CECiL 
• read the ICT Acceptable Use Policy 
• complete the specific Teams training 
• speak with your Team owner about what it should be used for and what your role is – 

keep up with all guidance that is made available on the Orb or provided by your local 
Team owner 

• only copy onto Teams what you need to work on right now, in line with the purposes 
it was created for. Do not copy large quantities of data from your G or H drive 

• you should download important and completed work back onto the relevant folder on 
the G Drive for long term storage and management. Much of this roll out is likely to 
be temporary for the pandemic and there’s no guarantee that your content on Teams 
will stay there for the long-term 

• take responsibility for management of your data – CGI and Digital Services may not 
be able to help you if you lose data, unless this is the result of a technical issue 

• use Council email to document and communicate important decisions and 
information. Teams chats and channels are great for discussions but aren’t so good 
for keep tracking of what was finally agreed 

• make sure you know exactly what you’re sharing, and with whom (especially 
with external guest users), and that it’s in line with the purposes of your Team; 
Teams is a powerful collaboration tool that can easily share sensitive 
information to the wrong person 

 
We monitor the use of Teams and can remove it from users if we identify that you’re not 
meeting these requirements. 
 
Team owners’ role 
 
As a Team owner you will need to manage your Teams on a day to day basis. To do this you 
will need to meet the requirements above and the following 

• refresh your awareness of your information governance responsibilities 
• discuss and agree with your team and line manager the business need and possible 

purposes of your new Team before others do it for you - just because the Team can 
be used for something, doesn’t mean it should be 



• make sure your Team helps your members meet their responsibilities. 
• routinely review and update your Teams technical settings to make sure they match 

the business need 
• be active and engage with your Teams users and guide them in understanding and 

using it, you’ll need to encourage some people to use it who are reluctant and rein in 
others who are eager adopters 

• actively add and remove Team members on a need only basis. If members 
aren’t contributing, you should consider if they should remain a member of 
your Team, this is especially true of guest users 

• you’ll be added to the Office 365 Champions Community - this Team will give you a 
place to share ideas and content, as well as raise non-technical issues around Team 
management 

• and help drive adoption of Teams, we need people who are motivated by helping 
others, interested in new technology and are keen to help other employees use it in 
line with business needs (there will be further training for those who take up the role) 

 


